
 
Errors and Warnings table 
for v1.01_2017-10-19 
 
# Error Severity To do 

1 I2C_ERROR Error 

Communication error. 
Verify the ribbon that connects mainboard with displayboard. 
Verify the pins and solderings for the i2c devices (eeprom, lcd driver, rtc, rtc 
quartz) 

2 SPI_ERROR Error Communication error. 
Verify the flash memory, the traces, pins and solderings 

3 I2C_LCD_ERROR Error 

Communication error. 
Verify the ribbon that connects mainboard with displayboard. 
Verify the pins and solderings for the i2c devices (eeprom, lcd driver, rtc, rtc 
quartz) 

4 RS232_ERROR Error Communication error. 
Verify the ribbon that connects mainboard with displayboard. 

5 RTC_ERROR Error 

Communication error. 
Verify the ribbon that connects mainboard with displayboard. 
Verify the pins and solderings for the i2c devices (eeprom, lcd driver, rtc, rtc 
quartz) 
Verify if K8 is closed. 

6 ADC_ERROR Error Conversion Timeout. Restart the meter. If the error is persistant, inspect the 
sensors cables. 

7 EEPROM_ERROR Error Communication error. 
Verify the pins and solderings for the i2c devices 

8 FLASH_ERROR Error Communication error. 
Verify the flash memory, the traces, pins and solderings 

9 FILE_SYSTEM_ERROR_FACTORY Error Factory partition must be formatted. Enter factory menu and perform Full 
Format. Save user data before. 



10 FILE_SYSTEM_ERROR_USER Error User partition must be formatted. Enter factory menu and perform Full 
Format 

11 CALIB_ERROR Error 
Calibration threshold is bigger than the value read by the reference sensor. 
Check the position of the lamp, check the position of the grating on the motor 
shaft. 

12 CALIB_GRATING_ERROR Error Calibration coefficients for the grating are missing or wrong. 
Factory calibration must be written 

13 BATTERY_EMPTY_ERROR Error Battery discharged. Charge the battery or replace it with a charged one. 

14 ADC_CONV_ERROR Error ADC conversion error. 
Sensor saturated. Check the filters on the filter wheel. Restart the meter 

15 INTERNAL_FLASH_MISSING_ERR
OR Error Internal flash not responding, verify flash memory 

16 FILTER_MOTOR_ERROR Error Filter motor home position error; hall sensor error or filter wheel stuck 

17 AMB_TEMP_ERROR Error Internal temperature above 70 degrees Celsius; turn it OFF and place it in a 
cool place 

18 FACT_METHODS_FULL    Warning Max number of factory methods reached 
19 USR_METHODS_FULL Warning Max number of user methods reached 
20 FAV_METHODS_FULL Warning Max number of favorite methods reached 
21 METHOD_CORRUPT Warning Method file corrupted. Erase the method and recreate it. 
22 FILE_CORRUPT Warning File (method/log) corrupted. Erase the file. 
23 DISK_FULL_FACTORY Warning Factory partition is full. Erase some logging data 
24 DISK_FULL_USER Warning User partition is full. Erase some logging data or methods 

25 FLASH_MISSING_ERROR Warning USB flash removed during transfer.  Do not remove the USB flash during 
transfer 

26 FLASH_UNSUPPORTED_FS Warning The USB flash is not supported. Format it as FAT32 and retry 
27 LOG_CORRUPTED Warning Erase the log 
28 NO_LIGHT Warning Verify the lamp and the optical path 
29 LOW_LIGHT Warning Verify the lamp and the optical path 
30 LIGHT_HIGH Warning Verify the correct ZERO sample is used (for inverted methods) 



31 NO_COVER Warning Close the lid before performing a measurement 
32 ZERO_INV Warning Zero inverted 

33 WRONG_CUV Warning Wrong cuvette for current method is used. Use the correct cuvette or disable 
the cuvette detector 

34 NO_USER_CALIB Warning The current user method does not have a user calibration. Perform the 
calibration and retry 

35 TRANSFER_INTERRUPTED Warning File transfer during UPDATE procedure was interrupted. Do not remove the 
USB flash during transfer and do not use a faulty USB flash for UPDATE 

36 BROKEN_REF Warning Reference channel measurement error. Verify the ref channel 

37 INVALID_CALIBRATION Warning The user calibration resulted in invalid correction coefficients. Retry the 
calibration with different points 

38 REPLACE_LAMP Warning The lamp reached the max number of working hours. Order a new lamp. 

39 AMBIENT_TEMP_LOW Warning Ambient temperature is below 0 degrees Celsius. Move the meter in a more 
suited working environment 

40 AMBIENT_TEMP_HIGH Warning Ambient temperature is above 50 degrees Celsius. Move the meter in a more 
suited working environment 

 
 
 


